One Kilo
Mini-Revelation
Patent Pending

American Made, Hand Built Quality

Smoke-less Design. The Mini Rev. is equipped with a
catalyst, producing low CO2, low exhaust heat, and
zero smoke. Now you can roast inside without
the worries of using a vent! Recirculating the air
through the catalyst prevents the heavier aromatic compounds that produce off flavors from
reaching the drum while saving you energy and
protecting the environment.

Four
Roasts per
Hour!

Wireless Cloud Enabled. Upload and download Roasting Profiles from
our server. Empress your customers with roast profiles developed from
master coffee roasters. Ensure the same cup of coffee every time, no matter what location! Share your roasts with our roasting community or between several store locations.
Changeable Drums. Roast coffee, cocoa, peanuts, and more by simply
changing the roasting drum. The drum is easy to remove, making cleaning
faster and less complicated. Unlike Air Roasters, Drum Roasters allow for
dual path heating providing that extra flavor your customers are sure to
enjoy!

US ROASTER CORP
1530 West Main Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73106

Phone: 405.232.1223
Fax: 405.232.1255
Email:
dan@roastersexchange.com

Energy Saving. The Mini Rev. cleans the hot air from the drum and recirculates it back into the roaster, saving you energy. This roaster uses approximately 7,000 BTUs (averages 5,000 full load) with the option of electric or gas hybrid fuel sources. The fully electric option is 15 amps 220V
single phase.
User Friendly. Now roasting can be as simple as pushing a button! The
Mini Rev’s User Interface allows for automatic or manual control and is
designed for all skill levels. With Downloadable Profiles Just about anyone
can Roast Great Coffee! Easiest to operate, and maintain of any roaster!
Free One-on-one training session is provided in Oklahoma City!
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Specifications. The Mini Rev is100% Manufactured in the USA using heavy gauge metal to ensure
the quality and long life of your investment. The control system is 508a ULC Listed using servo
drive motors for both the Drum and Stirring Cooler. The frame includes a steel body with heavy
gauge steel tubing, a hand crafted heavy-duty stainless steel drum, and a stainless steel cooler.

Contact us for Electric
and Gas Hybrid pricing

Features and considerations. The Mini Revelation provides what you and your customers want.
Your customers want and buy Organic, Free trade and other Earth Friendly products; most are
also concerned about pollution and the environment. Be the first in your market to do something
to show them you care too! You need to be prepared to stay in business with higher energy costs
that will continue to rise. Equipment that requires less time to operate and maintain will save costs
also. The total electric unit is designed to be able to operate with no stack.
Contact us for information
1530 West Main St.
Oklahoma City, OK. 73106
405.232.1223.
dan@roastersexchange.com
www.usroastercorp.com
All local codes to be followed on install.
We reserve the right to make changes due to ongoing improvements.

